
Our soccer philosophy is to create an 

open learning environment built around 

the structure of the Dutch Soccer school, 

because we believe that our soccer 

program should be designed to build on 

successes in which shortcomings are 

analyzed, exposed, and corrected. 

Additional to the above training we can 

organize lectures on technical and 

tactical elements. 

These lectures have been performed by 

our coaches in Central and South America 

in the recent past. 
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Our young, enthusiastic Dutch staff will 

be totally dedicated to the development 

of your players. Every session, every day 

will be a challenge, because we will 

show the players the cutting edge of the 

Dutch training method. 

 

09.00 - 12.00 am or The Dutch Coaching staff provides 

06.00 – 09.00 pm  the High Schools the opportunity to 

train in the morning or in the 

evening. Every training the staff 

will work on specific goals. 

   

 

Technical training on the field: 

- Controlling, passing, shooting, heading 

- Coerver moves to fake opponent 

Tactical training on the field: 

- Learning the basics in playing as a team 

- Principles attacking, defending and transition   

Finishing drills with and without resistance 

Scrimmages with specific moments of coaching 



Our soccer clinics are based on the belief that players must be challenged 

at every session. Our program is designed to build on successes in which 

shortcomings are analyzed, exposed, and corrected. As you know the Dutch 

soccer clubs are totally dedicated to the development of the players. Every 

session will be a challenge because we will show the campers the cutting 

edge of the Dutch training method. All players will be challenged in two 

areas: technical improvement and tactical awareness. For more than 20 

years we certainly contributed to the improvement of many American and 

Caribbean players. In the past we brought PSV coaches to our camps, this 

year besides the Willem ll coaches we proudly present our friends who are 

connected to top club Ajax, FC Utrecht, and NAC Breda 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Roy Wilhelm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Staff 

Daan Dave Milan Andrew       Koen          Bas 

   

         

 
Daan Van Oudheusden: will be his fourth year working with us. Currently working with Willem ll and PSV 
Dave Van Berkel:  also his fourth year with us, talented keeper, full badge coach 
Milan De Boevere: 2nd  year working as a coach, played 7 years for AA Gent Belgium, now Dutch Lions HTex 
Andrew McEwen:  3rd year working as a coach, was very talented striker, came to Holland in 2013 
Koen Wouters: full badge coach, worked for pro club Helmond Sport currently active as a P.E. teacher 
Bas Reijenga: young ambitious coach, played for the youth department of Willem II 

 

 

 
‘Coming together is a beginning;  
 keeping together is progress;  

  working together is success.’  
 

Has a wealth of experience in   professional soccer. He was a 

coach and scout for pro club Willem II for eight years, and has 

been working with PSV Eindhoven for 14 years. He has a Dutch 

coaching badge, was involved in professional youth soccer for 

more than 25 years. He has directed camps in the USA, Central 

and South America, since 1989. Roy Wilhelm who worked in the 

Caribbean for an extended period will be responsible for the 

soccer program during the week. He has been head scouting of 

the Willem ll Academy recently as well. Roy currently works for 

Proformance Global, in the United Kingdom 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1016891148333784&set=a.149924611697113.25975.100000387253125&type=3&source=11

